Contact Us
Sigma Marble Dallas Office
8310 Chancellor Row
Dallas, TX 75247
214.637.5200 (office)
800.846.1149 (toll‐free)
214.637.5210 (fax)
sales@sigmamarble.com
Merit Energy, Dallas

In addition to conventional terrazzo flooring,
Sigma also produces strip free designs by
utilizing our water jet equipment and advanced
installation methods. Pre‐cast terrazzo stair
treads, counter tops and other architectural
elements are among the services that are also
provided to our clients.
By using innovation and technology we produce
a streamlined product that our customers
appreciate for years to come.

Sigma Marble Houston Office
5930 Central Crest
Houston, TX 77092
713.290.8530 (office)
800.846.1169 (toll‐free)
713.290.0193 (fax)
sales@sigmamarble.com

Gringotts Bank Universal Studios, Orlando

Sigma Marble Orlando Office
3025 Silver Star Road Suite 115
Orlando Florida 32808
321‐848‐2715(office)
800.846.1149 (toll‐free)
469‐484‐7034(fax)
sales@sigmamarble.com

DFW International Airport Terminal A

Main Office, Dallas

Gringotts Bank Universal Studios, Orlando

Fountain Weir First Baptist Church ,Dallas

Terrazzo was first used hundreds of years ago
as a flooring developed from salvaged rubble
from quarries and stone fabrication shops.
Terrazzo is essentially the oldest “Green”
flooring ever used. The recycled material
content allows for great LEED potential in
today’s market.

First Baptist Church, Dallas

Sigma… When only the best will do.
Since inception, Sigma has strived to be the
best in the business. For over 25 years, we
have consistently stayed ahead of the
competition by improving our processes
through automation, developing people,
and staying true to our commitments.

Terrazzo is offered primarily in epoxy and
portland cement formats. Terrazzo offers an
unlimited palette of color and aggregate blends
making your design possibilities endless.
Benefits of terrazzo are: long life with low cost,
ease of maintenance, seamless surface that
enhances noise reduction.

Cabana Bay Resort, Universal Studios Orlando

Our success throughout the nation in stone
and tile projects since 1986 has given us a
unique advantage in the Terrazzo market by
utilizing a combination of:



We take great pride in our diverse project
portfolio; from high profile commercial to
high end residential renovations. Sigma
Marble, Tile and Terrazzo is the company to
call when only the best will do.







Full fabrication stone shop
including CNC and Water jet
equipment
On staff AutoCad Design Team
OSHA regulated Safety Team
Knowledgeable Estimating
department
Dedicated Project Managers
Experienced Field
Superintendents and Installers

Merit Energy, Dallas

Joule Hotel, Dallas

Cabana Bay Resort, Universal Studios Orlando

